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In the published version of the text of his report to the Third International Congress on Southeast European Studies, Hamp (1975:96) emphasized the need for a comparative Balkan grammar using features and rules to identify significant convergences and divergences, illustrating the rule component of such a grammar with a brief account of the formation of the future and the placement of the marker of definiteness. Here we will discuss a fragment of the feature component of such a grammar, viz. a comparison of the various pluperfects of the literary Albanian and Macedonian indicative verbal systems. Such a comparison will involve some consideration of virtually all those grammatical categories which are used to distinguish the paradigmatic sets in the conjugation of any given lexically discrete verb: aspect, resultativity, status, taxis, and tense. As this comparison will necessitate reference to other tense forms as well, an inventory of all indicative forms is given in the table. Due to the lack of a consistent grammatical terminology distinguishing the various pluperfect forms, the following convention is used: the name of each form is distinguished by a hyphenated prefix indicating the tense form or aspect of the auxiliary or participle. All the pluperfects in both languages share the following three features: 1) they are formed periphrastically, 2) they involve the relationship between two past events, and 3) they could all theoretically be translated by the English 'I had worked' or 'I had been working.' Our task here will be to show the differences between these forms within each language and the points of comparison between them. We will begin by considering the languages' pluperfects separately, starting with Macedonian.

The Macedonian pluperfects are characterized by having two lexically distinct auxiliaries, viz. ima 'have' and sum 'be.' The distinction between the two sets of pluperfects is to be found in the fact that those using 'have' are marked for the category of statal resultativity while those using 'be' are marked for anterior taxis, i.e., the forms in 'have' characterize the event as a past state resulting from a previous act, while those in 'be' specify the event as preceding some other past event. This is illustrated by the difference in meaning between the two forms of the following example:
(1) 

(1a) bev videl
(1b) imav videno

*žiži mi ja pokaža Keti, no jas veče ja*

*žiži pointed Keti out to me, but I had already seen her* (Friedman 1977:105).

Sentence (1a) could only mean that I caught sight of Keti just before *žiži* pointed her out to me, while (1b) could only mean that I had seen her on some previous occasion. Thus, while all the pluperfects are marked past, the forms using 'be' are part of a subsystem marked for taxis while those in 'have' do not enter into a correlation for taxis but rather carry the characteristic double past reference of pluperfects as part of a subsystem specifying a resultant state occurring in the past. (Friedman 1977:114-20).

Within the 'have' series, the distinction between the im-pluperfect and the per-pluperfect is one of status, i.e., the grammatical category specifying the speaker's evaluation of the narrated event (Aronson 1977:13, cf. Jakobson 1957). Elsewhere in the indicative system, the simple imperfect and aorist are marked for confirmative status, i.e., the speaker's personally vouching for the truth of the statement, in opposition to the negative marking of the l-imperfect and l-aorist (the unmarked pasts) which leads to their having a nonconfirmative *hauptbedeutung* (v. Friedman 1977:33-51). From this it follows that the im-pluperfect, which uses a simple imperfect auxiliary, is also marked for confirmative status whereas the per-pluperfect, which uses an l-imperfect auxiliary, is unmarked. It should be noted, however, that whereas the marking for status is genuinely privative in the nonpluperfect forms, e.g., the simple pasts cannot be subordinated to clauses which directly contradict their confirmative meaning, e.g., *ne veruvaš deka... 'I don't believe that...*, while the unmarked pasts can occur in any type of context (Friedman 1977:42-6, 54-63), the marking for status in the pluperfects is functionally equipotent, i.e., just as the im-pluperfect cannot occur in nonconfirmative contexts, so the per-pluperfect cannot occur in confirmative ones and is limited to reports, expressions of disbelief, etc. Thus the im-pluperfect cannot even be subordinated to clauses such as *tvrdi deka navodni... 'claims that allegedly...* while the per-pluperfect cannot be used in subordination to clauses such as *vidov kako... 'I saw that/how...* (Friedman 1977:110). It appears, then, that the double marking for pastness in the
The distinction between the nonadmiring aor-pluperfect and im-pluperfect is not easy to determine. They are sometimes said to be distinguished by aspect in the same manner as the simple aorist and imperfect (Camaj 1969:66). The exact nature of this distinction is still in need of investigation, but it can be observed here that while the aorist, which is generally used for completed acts, is marked with respect to the imperfect in terms of frequency of occurrence, it is also essentially interchangeable with the perfect, which appears to be in the process of becoming an unmarked past, occurring as it does with definite past time adverbs and in sequential narratives (Agalliu 1970:263, Friedman 1981).

The imperfect, however, is not permissible with any specification of limited duration, including sequential ordering with an aorist. Demiraj (1976:271), however, points out that just as there is a tendency to confuse the aorist and imperfect of *kam 'have' and *jam 'be', so there is a tendency to confuse the two pluperfects which are distinguished only by the aspect of the auxiliary, and Agalliu (1970:276) even goes so far as to claim that the two forms are not differentiated by aspect but are merely variants of one another. Consider, however, the following example:

(2) a. Shaban u a pati blerë biletat n’orën dy.
   b. Shaban u kishte blerë biletat n’orën dy.

Shaban had bought the tickets at two o’clock.

According to some speakers, the difference between (2a) and (2b) is that the former implies that the speaker witnessed the action while the latter implies that he did not, i.e., some type of status distinction is involved. This would explain why aor-pluperfects cannot be subordinated to clauses of reporting such as *kam dëgjuar 'I have heard,' dëgjov 'I heard,' tha se... 'he said that...,' etc., although an alternative explanation would be that such subordination would contradict the Albanian rules of sequence of tenses, which require that present and past tense forms be shifted to imperfect and im-pluperfect, respectively, in indirect speech (v. Prifti 1971:431-8). Another possible explanation may have to do with a connection between aspect and modality (cf. Aronson 1977), as Demiraj (1971:195) has pointed out the tendency or aor-pluperfects to occur most frequently in unreal conditions.

This brings us to a consideration of the Geg compound pluperfects. The per-pluperfect is essentially the Geg equivalent of the basically Tosk...
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aor-pluperfect, a correspondence consistent with the Geg tendency to replace the aorist with the perfect (Agalliu 1970:273, 276; Dodi 1970:262-5; Demiraj 1976:269), while the plu-pluperfect appears to be used for pre-aortic or aorist occupies the last position and is clearly distinguished in the taxic pluperfects. Among the Albanian nonadmirative pluperfects, it is not clear whether aspect really functions as the distinguishing factor, and the more pervasive nature of taxis along with the lack of resultativity and the possible use of the plu-pluperfect for pre-aortic or aorist raises questions of the relative positions of taxis and aspect in the hierarchy as well as the possibility of two levels of aspect (imperfect/aorist, aorist/perfect) in the taxic pluperfects. From a theoretical point of view, the most important conclusion which can be drawn from the foregoing exposition is that the comparison of grammatical categories, for the most part neglected in favor of other areas in Balkan linguistics, can provide significant insights into similarities and differences between related phenomena in the Balkan languages. In the case of Macedonian and Albanian, a key difference is in the hierarchical ordering of similar categories.
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1This comparison will eventually form part of a larger study. Due to limitations of space, it will not be possible to present many of the arguments and examples forming the basis of this article’s analyses. The discussion here will therefore be restricted to the most salient points, with references to more complete sources.
The categories of gender, number, and person change within a given paradigmatic set and are thus excluded. Voice is inherent in all the paradigmatic sets of a lexically discrete verb and so is also excluded. As this study is limited to the indicative, marked modal forms are not considered.

The prefixes are im- 'imperfect', aor- 'aorist', per- 'perfect', and plu- 'pluperfect'. In Albanian, these prefixes always refer to the tense form of the auxiliary. This is also true of the Macedonian 'have' series, although sum iri is a perfect only in diachronic terms; synchronically it is an l-imperfect. The diachronic label is used for the sake of symmetry and to avoid awkwardness. The prefix in the Macedonian 'be' series refers to the aspect of the l-participle.

In Albanian, the use of jam 'be' as an auxiliary is limited to its replacement of nonenclitic kum 'have' in the medio-passive, and is thus part of the phenomenon of voice, which is outside the scope of this study. While the discussion here will use verbs of the active voice, the conclusions will be equally applicable to the medio-passive.

See Friedman (1977:87-8) on the relationship and distinction between tense and reference.

Pluperfects using bil are extremely rare and archaic, in addition to being nonliterary (Koneski 1967:482). They occur in extreme eastern dialects (Vidoesi 1962:3-97) as well as in dialectal and literary Bulgarian, all of which lack 'have' pluperfects. The relationship between pluperfects using bil and beše in these systems having the opposition appears to parallel that between imal and imaše in literary Macedonian. No system has both. The hypothetical pluperfect using beše imal would act like the Albanian plu-pluperfect (v. p. 7), but this form is potential rather than actual (Friedman 1977:15-6).

As I have argued elsewhere (Friedman 1977:30-3), the imperfect is marked for durativity with respect to the aorist.

See Demiraj (1976:264:8) for a general treatment of the uses of the imperfect and aorist in Albanian.

It should be noted that if the speaker wishes to stress that the reported statement is still in effect at the moment of speech, tenses may be retained unshifted.

The simple aorist can also be used with the conjunction po 'if' to render real conditions (Demiraj 1976:267).

Demiraj (1976:269), however, treats the per-pluperfect as a variant of the perfect referring to the distant past, in which case it would not necessarily be a true pluperfect and the plu-pluperfect would be parallel to the im-pluperfect. Example (3) could also be explained as a shifted im-pluperfect in indirect speech.

We are excluding the plu-pluperfect admittative from consideration, as it is not actually attested (Lafe 1972:472). Presumably it would also be marked for some type of pre-anterior taxis. The per-pluperfect admittative appears to be a Geg variant of the im-pluperfect admittative, but aside from its
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